Chrysler town minivan

The Chrysler Pacifica offers over standard and available safety and security features like
parking assistance, lane safety and automatic safety features so you can have peace of mind
with you on every drive. Touting an impressive 82 MPGe and mile electric range combined with
an outstanding total driving range of miles , the Chrysler Pacifica Hybrid seamlessly switches
between electric and gas, delivering ultimate fuel efficiency so you never have to compromise.
This feature is not available while vehicle is in motion. Personalize your connection with
widgets and store up to five unique user profiles, get five times faster performance with
over-the-air updates, plus the ability to connect two smartphones simultaneously. Offering a
new sculpted body and unique redesigned front fascia, two new integrated consoles, plus six
new wheel designs, the Chrysler Pacifica offers an elevated and fresh look to please all
passengers. New exterior styling with standard LED headlamps plus available hands-free
power-sliding doors and a hands-free power liftgate offers the best of both worlds in design and
family-friendly functionality. Designed with new front and rear fascias, the Chrysler Pacifica now
offers a more sculpted and athletic look to impress. Become the envy of the neighborhood with
the available S Appearance Package and cruise in style with new inch or available inch
foreshadow wheels. Load up with ease. Designed to impress, the new Chrysler Pacifica
Pinnacle offers the most luxurious Interior in its class. Appealing, soft-to-the-touch available
quilted Nappa leather-trimmed seats with second-row lumbar support pillows offer supreme
style and comfort to all of your passengers. Enjoy increased capacity and convenience with the
new Integrated Ultra Center Console in the Pinnacle, featuring both covered and pass-through
storage. The Integrated Premium Center Console comes standard on the Limited model and
offers a safe and secure space to keep your valuables hidden from plain sight. Both new
consoles offer a convenient and wireless charger for your smartphone device. The Pinnacle
model's new caramel contrast stitching, satin chrome accents and wood grain bezels offer a
refined and elevated sense of style that will never go unnoticed. Available on all Chrysler
Pacifica models outside the Pinnacle, the S Appearance Package comes dressed to impress
with exclusive black interior and black exterior accents throughout. Skip to main content. Menu
Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation. Previous view. When the system detects a
vehicle entering one of your blind spot zones it will alert you by lighting an icon in the
corresponding exterior mirror. Next view. Actual mileage may vary. Sign up to receive all the
latest Chrysler Pacifica news and happenings. Find Your Country. Site Map. Contact Us. Search
Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base model, optional equipment not
included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and offers may change at any time
without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer. Should you encounter an issue
accessing any content on Access to This was upgraded to Chrysler's own hp 3. Initially offered
solely in white, black was added as an optional color in June ; [9] all versions were produced
with a tan interior. The interior was trimmed with leather seats and leather door panels adopting
a more contemporary design than Chrysler sedans [5] , along with upgraded wood trim. In total,
Chrysler produced 1, examples in and 3, during The redesign used the Chrysler NS platform and
included several industry firsts, including a driver's side sliding door and a seating
management system marketed as Easy Out Roller Seats. An unnamed entry-level model later
redesignated LX featured fewer amenities in a long-wheelbase LWB form. Engines included a 3.
The structural performance and restraints were graded "Acceptable", but the foot injuries were
very high. In the U. In the side-impact test, it received five stars for the driver, and 3 stars for the
rear occupant, and resulted in a fuel leak that could cause a fire hazard. Despite bad results in
the Euro NCAP crash tests, statistics from the real world indicate that this is not the whole
picture. Folksam is a Swedish insurance company that in May published a report on injuries and
survivability of car models. Chrysler's short-wheelbase minivan was marketed using the
Voyager nameplate, which had been transferred to the Chrysler line in mid when the Plymouth
brand was discontinued. Trim levels for were carried over from the previous generation. By ,
extra feature packed eL and eX models were added. These were value-priced versions of the LX
and LXi, respectively, that included the most popular option packages. The model year included
a new unnamed base short-wheelbase model. The lowest level LX was restricted to fleet sales.
The most significant change was the introduction of Stow'n Go , a system of second and
third-row seating that folded completely into under-floor compartments. The redesigned 2ndand 3rd-row seats also meant the elimination of the all-wheel drive system. The Stow'n Go
system was prominently featured in this model's marketing campaign. A driver's side knee
airbag was now standard on all models. The front seat-mounted side airbags of previous years
were discontinued in favor of side-curtain airbags for all three rows. These were standard on
Limited trim and optional on all other models, however could not be ordered with the moonroof
option. Uconnect Bluetooth phone pairing was now available, as well as an overhead rail
storage system with three moveable or removable compartments. For more details on these

engines see this article. In the tests, the LHD car performed significantly better than the RHD car
in the frontal impact, scoring 9 points, giving a potential four star adult occupant rating. The
short-wheelbase model was discontinued. The minivans featured styling by Ralph Gilles , a
six-speed automatic , a new 4. A small table, which stored in the bins below the floor, could be
positioned between the two rear rows when they were facing each other. Another new feature of
this generation was an available rear overhead console which featured LED map lights as well
as halo ambient lighting. A new DVD system was also available, which featured dual screens for
the rear passengers. In Continental Europe, it was rebadged as the Lancia Voyager from the
model year and up. Before it was sold as a Chrysler. Since , the model has been sold in the
Philippines under the Town and Country nameplate. In the Philippine market, the powertrain
options are identical to those of the European Grand Voyager with a 2. Both engines were
mated to a 6-speed automatic transmission. Production at the St. Louis plant ended in late in a
bid to save money, but continued at Windsor Assembly in Ontario, Canada. Standard features
included a 3. For , it included a 3. From to , it added the following equipment to the base LX trim
level: a 3. Since , it has included the following features it was the "base" trim level from to : a 3.
It added dark-finished alloy wheels, a darkened front grille, darkened front headlamps, and
unique leather-trimmed seating surfaces to the midrange Touring trim level. It adds heated front
bucket seats, a third-row DVD entertainment system screen, and upgraded eighteen-inch 18"
alloy wheels to the midrange Touring trim level. From to , it added the following features to the
midrange Touring trim level: a 4. From to , it added the following features to the midrange
Touring trim level: a 9-speaker premium watt surround-sound system with external amplifier
and subwoofer, and upgraded interior trim. It adds the following features to the Limited trim
level: special alloy wheels, upgraded interior trim, and a 9-speaker premium watt
surround-sound system with external amplifier and subwoofer. It added special alloy wheels,
special interior trim, and special '30th Anniversary ' emblems to the exterior of the van. It added
special interior trim and special '90th Anniversary Edition ' emblems to the exterior of the van.
Both the 3. This transmission is standard with the new on 3. The 2. Beginning with Generation
V, Volkswagen began marketing the Routan , a rebadged variant of the Chrysler RT platform
minivan with revised styling and content, for the Canadian, American and Mexican markets. A
similar recall also affected 15, MY Volkswagen Routan vehicles. Other changes included
retuned suspension with a larger front sway bar and new rear sway bar, increased rear roll
center height, new spring rates, new steering gear, new front static camber setting, and lowered
ride height; extra sound insulation, acoustic glass, new LED ambient lighting and center
console, and new fog lights. Canada models arrived in dealerships in the fourth quarter In
Mexico, the "L" suffix on the Touring-L trim stood for leather. Changes include removal of
chrome bodyside molding. The vehicle went on sale in October across Europe. Changes for the
model year included optional Blu-ray rear seat dual-screen DVD system, sharper-resolution
rear-seat DVD screens for all models, a HDMI input for video game systems, two rear-seat USB
ports for charging cell phones or MP3 players, standard Trailer Sway Damping, standard power
folding mirrors on Limited and optional on Touring L models, new standard leather seating
surfaces on Touring models, a new inch alloy wheel design for Touring L models. Daytime
running lamps are now a standard feature on US models. Previously, they were only standard
on Canadian and European models; US models required dealer activation. Also introduced was
a new Premium trim level for the Canadian market, including Alcantara and Nappa Leather faced
seats, heated front and 2nd-row seats, and a heated steering wheel as standard equipment. The
Limited was succeeded as the highest level trim by the Limited Platinum, which is near identical
to the previous Limited save for a few changes. The Limited still continued production, although
with a few standard features removed or made optional such as HID headlamps due to the
Limited Platinum. Projector headlamps are now standard across all trim levels in the US except
for fleet vehicles; halogen projector headlamps replaced the reflector headlamps used in
previous model years, HID headlamps are optional on Touring-L and Limited, and are standard
on Limited Platinum. The reflector headlamps are retained on the Dodge Caravan. The 90th
Anniversary Edition is a variant of the Touring-L commemorating the 90th anniversary of the
Chrysler company, adding several optional features as standard features including heated
second row seats, a heated steering wheel, and a power sunroof. Distinguishing features are
special badging, a 90th Anniversary Edition radio splash screen, and special floor mats. This
model went on sale alongside the 90th Anniversary Edition, based on the Limited, and 90th
Anniversary Edition based on the Limited. Chrysler has regularly innovated new seating
systems for their minivans, to enhance interior flexibility. Introduced in for the model year,
Chrysler marketed second-row "captains chairs" as a substitute to the "partial bench"
second-row seat. In introduced a second-row bench seat integrating two child booster seats.
These seats have continued as an available option through Generation 5. In , Chrysler

introduced a system of seats to simplify installation, removal, and re-positioningâ€” marketed
as Easy-Out Roller Seats. When installed, the seats are latched to floor-mounted strikers. When
unlatched, eight rollers lift each seat, allowing it to be rolled fore and aft. Tracks have locator
depressions for rollers, thus enabling simple installation. Ergonomic levers at the seatbacks
release the floor latches single-handedly without tools and raise the seats onto the rollers in a
single motion. Additionally, seatbacks were designed to fold forward. Seat roller tracks are
permanently attached to the floor and seat stanchions are aligned, facilitating the longitudinal
rolling of the seats. Bench seat stanchions were moved inboard to reduce bending stress in the
seat frames, allowing them to be lighter. The Easy-out system remained in use through
Generation V â€” where certain models featured a two-person bench and the under-floor
compartments from the Stow'n Go system. The Volkswagen Routan , a rebadged nameplate
variant of the Chrysler minivans, used the Easy Out Roller Seats on its second-row seating.
These were made available on upper trims the Town and Country after the discontinuation of
the Swivel 'n Go seats. In , Chrysler introduced a system of second- and third-row seating that
folded completely into under-floor compartments â€” marketed as Stow 'n Go seating and
exclusively available on long-wheelbase models. With both rows folded, the vans have a flat
load floor and a maximum cargo volume of The Stow 'n Go system was not offered on the now
discontinued Volkswagen Routan , a rebadged nameplate variant of the Chrysler minivans. This
system is still on the Grand Caravan and was adapted for the new Pacifica. Chrysler introduced
a seating system in , marketed as Swivel'n Go. In the system, the two second-row seats swivel
to face the third row. A detachable table can be placed between the second and third-row seats.
Swivel'n Go is available with Stow 'n Go seating after models. The Swivel 'n Go system is
offered on the Dodge Caravan , but not the Volkswagen Routan , a rebadged nameplate variant
of the Chrysler minivans. The tracks, risers, and swivel mechanisms are assembled by
Camslide, a division of Intier. The system is noted for its high strength [ citation needed ]. The
entire load of the seat in the event of a crash is transferred through the swivel mechanism,
which is almost twice as strong as the minimum government requirement. The swivel
mechanism includes bumpers that stabilize the seat while in the lock position. When rotated the
seat comes off these bumpers to allow easy rotation. The seat is not meant to be left in an
unlocked position or swiveled with the occupant in it, although this will not damage the swivel
mechanism. Swivel 'n Go was dropped from the line of Chrysler and Dodge minivans due to a
lack of consumer interest. As of May , Windsor Assembly will be the lead producer of the RT ,
but will not fully take over until when they phase out current production of the Pacifica CS. They
are based on the European market Chrysler Grand Voyager with the 3. Since the
European-Version is also produced in Ontario, although diesel engines are still available, and
the trim is also different. A two-year demonstration program with 25 flexible-fuel plug-in
minivans began in April Department of Energy DOE. The plug-in hybrid minivans are equipped
with an E85 -compatible 3. The plug-in hybrid is powered by a liquid-cooled A plug-in hybrid
version of the next-generation Chrysler minivan launched in the U. In September Chrysler
temporarily suspended the demonstration program. The carmaker plans to upgrade the battery
packs with cells that use different lithium-ion chemistry before the vehicles go back on service.
Chrysler explained that no one was injured from any of the incidents, and the vehicles were not
occupied at the time, nor any of the minivans were involved in any incident, but they were
withdrawn as a precaution. The demonstration is a program jointly funded by Chrysler and the
U. Department of Energy that includes the first-ever factory-produced vehicles capable of
reverse power flow. The experimental system would allow fleet operators to use their plug-in
hybrids to supply electricity for a building during a power outage, reduce power usage when
electric rates are high, or even sell electricity back to their utility company. Chrysler also
reported that the plug-in pickups delivered peak average fuel economy of From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article is about the minivan. Motor vehicle. Main article: Chrysler
minivans S. Main article: Chrysler minivan AS. Main article: Chrysler minivans NS. Main article:
Chrysler minivans RS. Main article: Chrysler minivans RT. See also: Plug-in electric vehicle fire
incidents. Detroit Free Press. Retrieved Retrieved December 16, Archived from the original on
14 September Retrieved 27 January Retrieved March 6, Louis" p. Little, Brown. July 30, Euro
NCAP. Archived from the original on July 28, Archived from the original on August 2, Chrysler
Group LLC. Retrieved 7 April Archived from the original PDF on March 20, Archived from the
original on May 22, Retrieved June 23, Chrysler Press release. September 14, Retrieved 26 July
September 1, November 26, Archived from the original on February 23, Retrieved 23 June Sales
Increased 10 Percent" Press release. January 3, Sales Increased 6 Percent" Press release.
Sales" Press release. FCA North America. Retrieved 4 January Retrieved 11 July Retrieved 6
April Retrieved 3 January Archived from the original on March 25, PR Newswire Press release.
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Chrysler Pacifica. Louis, Missouri , United States. Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive.
Chrysler S platform. Chrysler AS platform. Chrysler NS platform. Chrysler RS platform. Louis,
Missouri , United States â€” Chrysler RT platform. Lancer Hatch. Valiant Lancer. Valiant Galant.
Volare K. PT Cruiser. Valiant Volare. Sebring 2-dr. LeBaron conv. Sebring conv. LeBaron GTS.
LeBaron 4-dr. Sebring 4-dr. Volare E. New Yorker. Fifth Avenue. Valiant Charger. Grand
Voyager. Personal luxury. Hurst Coupe utility. Cars A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
mustang map light
chevy express radio installation
2001 nissan frontier for sale
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

